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The Habsburg Civil Service and Beyond: Bureaucracy and Civil Servants 
from the Vormärz to the Inter-War Years. Edited by Franz Adlgasser and 
Fredrik Lindström. Vienna: Austrian Academy of  Sciences Press, 2019. 
300 pp.
The historiography on the Habsburg Monarchy has undergone significant shifts 
in recent decades, including a reevaluation of  the role nationalism played in 
society and a revision of  the economic, social, and political disintegration of  
the empire prior to the Great War. The Habsburg Civil Service and Beyond, the result 
of  a workshop organized in 2015 in Vienna, contributes to an understanding 
of  these shifts and proposes new perspectives on the history of  the civil 
service. The empirical case studies in the volume, assembled in a more or less 
chronological order, reflect on two key issues identified in the two introductory 
chapters (by Fredrik Lindström and Gary B. Cohen). One goal is to overcome 
“the dominance of  nation-state centred historiography in East-Central Europe,” 
which undermines “the foundation for a proper Habsburg historiography” 
(p.25). The problem of  methodological nationalism is that national and 
nationalist historiography builds on an analytical category—the nation—
that does not spring from scientific concerns but rather from ideological and 
political influence. Furthermore, the focus on the institutional framework of  
the Habsburg conglomerate state (multilayered both horizontally and vertically) 
allows the contributors to the volume to concentrate on the relationship between 
state and society. Three points stand out in this regard: governmental structures 
seem to have been more dynamic and adaptable than previously thought, there 
was a growing popular demand for new services on the part of  the state, and the 
relationship between governmental authority and the citizenry fundamentally 
changed due to increasingly variegated civil society, political parties, and interest 
groups.
Many of  the case studies adopt a social history perspective and describe 
recruitment patterns and professionalization tendencies in the civil service as 
well as the social origin, social status, and prestige of  the bureaucrats themselves. 
The common rationale is to provide “biographical and collective biographical 
research on individuals and groups of  civil servants,” which is missing from the 
works of  pioneers such as Waltraud Heindl and Karl Megner (p.7). The micro-level 
analysis of  civil servants outlines considerable cultural and social commonalities 
in both parts of  the Habsburg Monarchy in a manner that helps establish the 
Habsburg perspective beyond the currently dominant national frameworks. For 
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instance, in terms of  the connection between educational qualification, title of  
nobility, and career perspectives, legally trained civil servants (Konzeptsbeamter) in 
Moravia and Silesia (the chapter by Andrea Pokludová) produced patterns similar 
to the patterns which prevailed in the high civil service corps of  the Hungarian 
ministries (the chapter by Julia Bavouzet). Accordingly, noble or aristocratic origin 
represented a valuable asset at the beginning of  one’s career, but the influence of  
social origin faded in senior positions, and work performance mattered more in 
career advancement. The relative importance of  family background, family ties, 
and networks also made possible the survival of  the pre-1848 elite in the era of  
the Dualist Monarchy, as Judit Pál points out in the case of  Transylvania. The 
list of  attributes attached to the impending nomination of  a lord-lieutenant in 
Arad sums up the qualities associated with civil servants: “practical knowledge 
of  public administration, excellent personal abilities, distinguished family and 
social ties, independent financial status, complete trustworthiness in politics 
and good sense in leading and handling public life” (p.162). Social expectations, 
nonetheless, put an often unbearable financial burden on the rank and file in the 
civil service (appropriate housing, clothing, keeping a servant, and so forth) and 
could create a financial barrier to entry into the profession, much as in the case 
of  independent judges in the Austrian administration.
There were considerable non-bureaucratic actors at play in the evolution of  
the civil service on the micro-level. One, of  course, was politics. For instance, 
the Young Czech party regularly tried to intervene to ensure favorable decisions 
concerning the president and higher officials of  the supreme court in Bohemia. 
According to Martin Klečacký, the financial difficulties faced by lower level 
judges made them seek help wherever possible, and political parties welcomed 
these demands. Because of  the rather vague promotion procedures, “judges 
became, more or less voluntarily, the hostages of  political parties, their deputies, 
and ministers” (p.127). Non-state experts also interfered with the administrative 
apparatus, as Peter Becker observes. The complex interdependence among the 
government, the provinces, political parties, interest groups, and the populace 
made the administration seek expert opinions from non-state actors in a bid to 
fill gaps in the state’s knowledge of  itself. The debate on who the “lay persons” 
were according to civil servants reveals a great deal about the functioning of  
the state administration itself: the problem with technical experts was their 
assumed permeation of  subjectivity in decision making and the perception that 
they lacked a sense of  responsibility. This view rested on the notion of  a strong 
link between objectivity and non-partisanship, each of  which were reserved 
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solely for legally trained bureaucrats. Becker’s conclusion is relevant for the 
whole volume: “The growing interdependence of  social, economic and state 
stakeholders was a consequence of  technological changes, the complexity of  
supply systems, the expansion of  participation in the educational sector and the 
overall challenge of  balancing a plethora of  competing interests in the provision 
of  public good.” (p.256). Although civil servants pledged to be non-partisan and 
neutral bureaucrats, they remained part of  the social and political networks.
The only shortcoming of  The Habsburg Civil Service and Beyond is that it 
fails to provide a comprehensive account of  developments in the Habsburg 
Monarchy. Some of  the case studies are firmly embedded in their own national 
historiography and provide glimpses into the history of  the civil service in a given 
region. Thus, the individual contributions together form a mere comparative 
history of  state bureaucracy, an inapt approach given the theoretical standards 
set in the introductory chapter by Lindström. Still, the volume is a welcome 
contribution to Habsburg historiography. It provides a fresh look into the 
scholarship on the civil service in Austria-Hungary and successfully sets the 
agenda for further research.
Mátyás Erdélyi
French Research Center in Humanities and Social Sciences, Prague 
Research Center for the Humanities
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